
MANDA L A :

EARTH



Mandala

DO YOU KNOW YOURSELF? 

“A mandala in meditation is like a very personal Zen master, that is a summoner 

of ancient awakes.” 

Carl Gustav Jung

If you want to know yourself these Mandala will be a gift for your personal evo-
lution. 
You will find abstraction, peace, a peace that has nothing to do with its opposite, 
war. No, in the Art of building Mandala, the peace that is found is a peace that 
has always been there. 
You will be presented with a way to HEAL,MEET YOU, FIND OUT.
Not only the processes in coloring but also the meanings of the colors, which 
you will use to know you better, and meditations or ways of proceeding in the 
continuous discovery of yourselves are indicated. 
These Mandala will enhance your knowledge of yourself and help you define the 
different states of the mind. 



“If you have chosen the earth your mind asks you to be more re-

alistic and concrete.”

CHOOSE the element that attracts you the most, and after following the proce-
dure you can receive a series of Mandala belonging to the element that you have 
chosen. 
By coloring These Mandala, you give birth to a very personal way, which until 
then has been hidden in the most redressed corner of that magnificent place, so 
personal called memory. 
The art of the Mandala is one of the many tools that, when used by the mind in 
the correct way, will make our soul meet with its eternal companion the Spirit, 
which is all soul. 
With these Mandala we reeducate the “monkey-mind”, because those who are 
possessed realize that they have a soul and that this soul is different because it 
is constructive, harmonious and unique.

If you have chosen this series of Mandala implies the need to become more 
practical and realists that at this time is blocked. 
By coloring These mandala with the procedures that will be described will help 
you to find what represents the sense of solidity in your life, feeling more cente-
red, objective as well as more practical.

EARTH



Every Mandala you find in this session dedicated to the Earth element will help 
you to re-establish contact with Earth, rooting, stability. 
First you should always look at it with your eyes open for a few minutes; 
Then close your eyes, breathe by closing the right nostril and exterminating from 
the left. In this way you open yourself to what your right hemisphere, center of 
the imagination and vision, wants to give you. Always try to visualize within you 
the Mandala that you have chosen. 

To accomplish this series it is recommended to go to a place like a park, garden 
or put a plant near you while colored. The important thing is the contact with 
the Earth, the nature, with which you establish. 

Begin the elaboration of each Mandala by closing your eyes, breathe in the in-
dicated way and, if you have not been able to go to a natural place, visualize 
yourselves as if you were there: a forest, a mountain, feel your bare feet that 
are rooted to the ground, As if from the plant of your feet they left solid and 
secure roots. Feel how the Mother Earth welcomes and nourishes you and how 
her strength rises from your legs and lifts your arms and you sprout shoots and 
branches.

Observe yourselves: If you were a tree full of leaves and fruits; 

What tree would you be? What are your feelings? 

Write on your personal notebook of self-knowledge what you have seen in your 
visualizations, what the mind has proposed to you as images, and all that you 
have perceived so that you can analyze yourself later.

Remember that the mind is just a tool to know our unconscious and transform 
ourselves, evolve. 
When all is clear, choose the aerial of the Mandala coloring and then with your 
eyes closed, choose from the four basic colors indicated to color each of the 

EARTH



Mandala of the element of the Earth. 

Remember how recommended coloring. 

Observe, always, above all, if you have come out many times the same color or if 
you did not come out what you wanted, and observe if you have repeated many 
times in these series of elements the color: 

Red: You are land of fire (practical, but passionate) 

Blue: You are land of water (practical, but very sensitive) 

Yellow: You are land of air (practical, but reserved) 

Green: You are land of Earth (extremely realists, perhaps too) 

If you establish that Earth is equivalent to physical body, then the color chosen 
with closed eyes will speak of your inner forces; 

The yellow of your intellectual skills (for example to how to heal you more, like 
yoga, gymnastics...) 

The blue of your psychosomatic emotionality (feel in the body the effect of all 
other people, perhaps you are very empathic) and, 

The red, congratulations! It seems that you are human beings who know how im-
portant it is to treat yourself objectively; Eat to live, sleep to regain your strength 
etc. 

Green, your ability to love everything above all things will always be prevailing in 
your ways of coping with life.



Red

Fire element, indicate the total transmutation. 
The fire changes everything it touches, just as the sunlight makes us “see”, that 
the ghosts of the night, that is, our fears, insecurities, etc., were only illusions 
produced by the human mind. 
Coloring the Mandala of red is tantamount to breathing continuously, attracting 
this color. 
Coloring or dressing red means being dynamic and viable. 
The Red ray is the first element that the sun gives us. 
In Some tribes, even today, fire is called grandfather fire. 
The red was used in the temples of Aesculapius ‘ dreams to “move the Stones”. 
What does it mean? Exactly that, it was needed to make the “paralytic” walk. Let 
me explain: even today in the seizures you use the color red to promote impro-
vements in the sick. 
Coloring the Mandala of red helps to live with courage, day after day. To the ele-
ment of fire, solar at the top, bonfire at the bottom, we ask that it feeds us, that 
makes us receptive to the fullness of life, that gives us strength and value, that 
gives us the seal of its strength and its power, that protects us from all evils , that 
we mature as a species, to be more human every day, sons more worthy of the 
solar source that gave us warmth and life. 
The red is the color of fire and power that by vigor, blessed power that animates 
all our existence and carries with it the transforming force. 
The red if it is used meditating on the mandala, will heal you from laziness and 
indolence, if you plague, and will help you to orient your life towards goals and 
goals previously defined.

COLOURS:



Black

Black is the color of the west, where the sun sets. 
A mandala with a lot of black indicates the necessity of a time of reflection, of 
purification, of a stop to observe and to unload whatever is overloading us. 
In black, as in blues, it vibrates the element of water: Let’s not forget that we are 
made of 80% water!!! 
If it happens to have a prevalence of black color in your Mandala, there is no 
need to reject black because it means that the great work has already begun. Or 
as Rumi said: “Only in the darkest night we see the stars.” Is it not in the hardest 
and cruelest moments of existence that we understand who loves us? 
When the choice of colored crayons to be used in Mandala intuitively comes out 
of black, you must not be distressed, nor worry, or rather, we must rejoice, be-
cause our self expresses that it is the time to understand the difference between 
real and illusory. Your work begins when black comes out in the Mandala an-
nounces that after the night will come the day, after dark the light, is open the 
heart to be what you are. 
Black symbolizes the color of the maternal uterus, the NON-life in life, the be-
ginning of an alchemic work in which the concealment of each light is necessary 
before entering the Transmuter light. 
Black is equivalent to the unconscious, which is not yet physically formed but is 
conceived.

White

The color white is the color of the air, is the direction of the north, in the Man-
dala represents the ideal mental, the intuitive. 
The air is the thinnest of the elements. In Mandala leaving blank spaces is the 
symbol of the contact of our little mind with the Supreme mind or Atman (being 
superior in each of us). For this reason leaving uncolored spaces denotes a de-



Yellow

The yellow color in the Mandala represents the intellect or the mind. 
Even this color has as element the air, and as the direction the south. 
For the Maya was the sacred color. The yellow in the Mandala indicates flowe-
ring, clarity, wise intelligence of Awakening, denotes growth, evolution, serene 
character, rewarding, exciting (even if it is less than red). 
It announces a certain quality of clairvoyance (ability to see clear in any situa-
tion). Very yellow in the Mandala, paradoxically, can indicate both a moment of 
confusion and a moment of respect towards our being. 
The yellow symbolizes the father or the fatherly and also the authority. It implies 
new events, moving towards the future, the new, what is being developed and 
which can be a positive beginning of authority over oneself.

sire to receive higher ideas or to attain higher and higher comprehension of the 
divine in the human. 
The white and its element, the air, communicate us in the Mandala the creative 
thought, the noble and beautiful ideas, the high and harmonious, the uncondi-
tional and the pure, the inner childhood, what elevates us, the meeting of the 
unity of everything with everyone. 
White indicates a new life that begins, indicates that something is born with 
force in those who chose not to use any other color. Because? He chose all the 
colors, because the white, as in black, hide the seven shades. For this when we 
say that black and white are not a color we refer to the fact that they are pure 
energy yin and yang.



Blue

The color blue represents the spiritual or the sublime, even the relaxed, the 
gentle, or the opposite the disturbance, the height (more than the depth), what 
manifests itself, what challenges all the limits, a character in movement towards 
what sometimes you sense with the IMMA The daydream, the feminine (tender-
ness, generosity). Spiritual openness, sweet support and care that is needed, the 
maternal, the mother. 
Coloring the Mandala with a lot of blue can indicate that period that is called 
Solutio Alchemica, indicates that it will transform and dissolve. 
Blue is the color that makes the incompatible unite, can mingle. Observing this 
color in his patients experienced in the art of drawing meditation, Jung under-
stood that it was time to move towards what they sought. 
It is a color that I recommend to use in Mandala if you are very nervous, because 
it will give you calm. 
The blue protects, it is the loyalty, the Divine Mother, the goddess in her most 
loving aspect, sweet but sinuous and even elusive. 
Be careful to make the victims when in fact we could be, and in fact we always 
are the tormentors of ourselves. 
An excess of blue must lead us to observe ourselves and the way we draw atten-
tion. If you choose these shades often, the question to ask is:  My words agree 
with my actions? 
While the lack of blue implies being too dense, unresponsive or superb.

Green

The green color in the Mandala is, initially, the earth element, is more open to 
the nature, noble and overflowing. 
It indicates the healthy growth of everything that sprouts in you, indicates the 
natural and the obvious, the logic, the precision and also the necessity of perso-



Orange

The color orange, moon color or harvest times, indicates in the Mandala a time 
of warmth and satisfaction. Its energy, more moderate than that of red, favors 
the cheerfulness. 
The Orange is a fire that does not burn, the passions are less instinctive (red) 
and more brain (yellow). It is the color of the strong worldly renounce in favour 
of high spiritual objectives, perhaps for this reason the Lama chose it for their 
garments. 
The orange symbolizes the power of the Third Age, the one to which no one in 
childhood wants to arrive, but that everyone is praying to be able to reach when 
one is adults. 
For this reason the orange usually appears little in the Mandala: it is the color of 
entropy, of the sun at the end of the day, the autumn of life, but also the indepen-
dence of feeling complete. 
When it appears in the center of the Mandala denotes completeness, or as Jung 
would say the man meets the woman who is in him, and vice versa, and this brin-
gs much joy.

nal space. 
The green in the Mandala represents the bare and raw corporeity. 
For Jung, the excess of green had to do with the sensory function. 
The green color symbolizes the five senses and also the passing serenely from 
the tangible to the imperceptible. 
If the green is at the center of the Mandala implies the moment of encounter 
with the bodily aspect what is called the pleasure of the senses.
The body has its own needs, the brain knows it, the mind tries to feed them and 
the soul learns that having a body is this, in all possible senses.



Lavender

The color lavender, is the color of virtuosity, the mystic, the laboriousness but 
when this hue is excess in the Mandala represents distrust and excessive pre-
caution. 
This implies refined states of subtle energy, even poetic inspiration, spiritual 
bliss, endfinic ecstasy (without drug intake). 
In the center of the Mandala The lavender indicates a spiritual awakening, a 
psychological revival, but also separation from the corporeity. 
It can be the sign of how Jung said of a “grounding”, that is, it is necessary to 
touch the ground. We are human, but to get to true spirituality you have to use 
logic and practice. 

Pink

The color pink is the body color physically speaking and in the Mandala, like red, 
implies the sensual (red/white) and the sexual (red). In the Mandala, the Rose 
speaks to us of a certain immaturity in the amorous sphere. 
It is the moment of transit between adolescence and maturity that sometimes co-
sts us so much to accept because it carries with it responsibility and is reflected 
in the Mandala with the profusion of pink color; 
So the brain, with the continuous choice of this color, “informs” of this important 
transition from childhood to adolescence and from here to maturity and old age; 
The Rose announces that those who made the Mandala do not yet realize that 
the body requires sexual attention. 
His total absence in many Mandala could be due to a moment of stoic or ascetic 
excess. 
If there is much pink in your Mandala, this implies the encounter of the soul in 
men and the animus in women, and a completely pink Mandala is the sheer ne-
cessity of sensual pleasure with each other. 



Fuchsia or Magenta      

The color fuchsia or magenta is the color of vitality, enthusiasm, unrest, daring 
people, who work a lot and individualistic; Liberated feminine energy, even in 
the Mandala allows you to “see” the bisexual and gay part that we all have inside 
of us. 
This color denotes autonomy and sexual disposition of freedom without liberti-
nage. 
The fuchsia color, in the Mandala, also indicates a certain predisposition to the 
study of the deep, to observe the interiority more than to judge the externality, 
to let the other be what for which it came here; Choosing it, this color tells us to 
want to realize projects out of the ordinary, innovative. 
He talks about a manifest motivation of personal growth and also announces 
the loss of emotional constraints. If Magenta is very dark, it announces certain 
solitudes necessary to be able to return to its world as a more independent and 
revolutionary person. 
The question to ask if you use this color is: < < Why do I have so many attach-
ments? > > or < < Why being in solitude oppresses me? > >.

If your Mandala is very pink, ask yourself this: is the end important? Or, when I 
give the other my corporeity I feel pleasure or do I try? Is there a good exchange 
in my most intimate relationships? Or am I one of those people who lives in the 
day? 



Brown

Brown is the color that brings memories of fertile and harvested soils or lands 
ready for a new sowing. 
It represents the Tilled field, the life that opens to new grooves, the soul that 
discovers itself. 
It suggests that something of us already was there, where we are now, that 
everything at the time it happens has already passed. 
The brown color in the Mandala proposes to us to live more the present, the 
eternal “here and now”.



Guidelines: 
Take the 4 crayons of red, blue, yellow and green and choose them one at a time 
with eyes closed and colored the Mandala with what comes out, you decide how 
much color to use for each and where to use it.



Guidelines: 
Look for the center of each square area of the Mandala visually, and from here 
you can see the “center” of your Mandala, breathing very slowly. Number each 
area of the Mandala choosing for each, with closed eyes, one of the four colors: 
red, blue, yellow and green. You have ten minutes to complete this Mandala. Put 
an alarm clock to calculate the time. In the end it observes which color did not 
come out or which was repeated.



Guidelines: 
In this case, choose from the seven colors of the rainbow and find each time the 
way to color this special Mandala without a color “Invades” the other.



Guidelines: 
This time, with open eyes, you will only use two colors: the red for the squares 
and the blue for the circles. Start from the square periphery until you get to the 
center circle. Finally meditate for five minutes.



Guidelines: 
You have ten minutes to do this Mandala, choosing with closed eyes the seven 
colors of the rainbow. Color the areas one by one each time and fill the Manda-
la without the colors invading the spaces of each other. Then choose with your 
eyes open, coloring each of the seven colors where you want. In the end, observe 
the two Mandala made and see if some of the seven colors are missing in the first 
and if you where.



Guidelines: 
You have eight minutes to color this Mandala with the seven colors of the Rain-
bow plus the black. Before the time starts choose the coloring area and with a 
color numbered the areas chosen with open eyes. Start the time and for each 
part choose a color with your eyes closed and observe which one repeats and 
what is missing. 



Guidelines: 
Look at the center of this Mandala and visualize yourself in the center, inside the 
equilateral triangle; Then open your eyes and, looking at the Mandala in which it 
is together, try to count how many squares it has in total.



Guidelines: 
Look at the center of this Mandala and visualize yourself in the center, inside the 
equilateral triangle; Then choose between the two complementary colors purple 
and orange and colored with these all the Mandala. Do it by singing the HANU-
MATE NAMAHA mantra, great for strengthening your immune system. 



Guidelines: 
Use the seven colors of the rainbow, one after the other, this time choosing with 
open eyes and giving each area one of the seven colors, then meditate on the 
Mandala for ten minutes and write down what you heard. Do it by listening to 
Hindu music.



Guidelines: 
Color each square with each of these four colors. Red for the furthest from the 
center of the Mandala; Yellow for the next one; Blue for the next one; Green for 
the central square, leaving the various white shapes they contained. Meditate 
Ten minutes singing the universal Mantra OM. 



Guidelines: 
You have ten minutes to accomplish this Mandala; Choose one of the colors red, 
blue, green and yellow with eyes closed. What’s out? This color indicates the 
“material” with which you are “building” your life at this time, for example: red, 
bravely; Azure, patiently; Yellow, with intellectuality; Green, with the pure sensi-
tivity of the heart. After you have colored the Mandala following the indications, 
if you are not satisfied with the color you have chosen with your eyes closed, you 
can then color another one with the color you want, choosing it with your eyes 
open.




